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We propose an opinion dynamics model based on Latané’s social impact theory. Agents in this
model are heterogeneous and, in addition to opinions, are characterised by their varying levels of
persuasion and support. The model is tested for two and three initial opinions randomly distributed
among agents. We examine how the randomness of behaviour and the flow of information between
agents affect the formation and spread of opinions. Our main research involves the process of opinion
evolution, opinion cluster formation and studying the probability of sustaining opinion. The results
show that opinion formation and spread are influenced by both flow of information between agents
(interactions outside the closest neighbours) and randomness in adopting opinions.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Understanding how opinions are formed and spread
in society is very important in studying consumer be-
haviour, organisational behaviour, predicting election re-
sults, and many others. As pointed out by Acemoglu and
Ozdaglar [1], we acquire our opinions and beliefs in the
process of social learning, during which people get infor-
mation and update their opinions as a result of their own
experience, as well as observation of other people’s activ-
ities and from their experience. This process takes place
in a social network consisting of friends, co-workers, fam-
ily members and a certain group of leaders that we listen
to and respect [1, 2]. Units update and create their views
by communicating with other people who belong to their
social network. It is communication that connects people
and creates relationships [3].
It should be noted that people often copy the choices
of others [4, 5]. This applies, for example, to the choice of
names for children [6, 7], a popular book, dishes ordered
in a restaurant (instead of studying the menu, we look
at what the others have ordered), and even ideological
beliefs [5]. This copying of opinions and behaviours of-
ten takes place in a network of informal contacts and
it is based on social relations between people [8] and
plays an important role in forming opinions. In addition,
we are often dealing with unpredictability or indifference
in opinion-forming or decision-making (despite the pos-
itive attitude towards the proposed actions). This ap-
plies, among others, to electricity tariffs, eco-innovations
or pro-environmental attitudes [9–11], as well as voting
behaviour [12], in which human rationality is bounded.
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One of the most active discussions in psychology of the
opinion dynamics is also about the irrational process-
ing of information [13], therefore, this aspect should be
taken into account in studying opinion formation. Fur-
thermore, individuals belong to many groups, or have
many interactions outside the main group (a group of
closest neighbours). Such a connection with people from
other groups (neighbourhoods) increases the information
advantage [14], and can be interesting in disseminating
information.
We therefore propose a model of forming an opinion
based on the social impact theory formulated by Latané
[15], in which we take into account the randomness of
the actors’ behaviour by introducing a social tempera-
ture, as well as interactions with agents; not only close
neighbours, but in the whole network by α parameter
(scale the distance function). Our agents are heteroge-
neous through a different level of persuasion intensity
and support intensity, as well as the possibility of having
different opinions.
Recently, the multi-choice opinion dynamics model
[16, 17] based on Latané theory [15, 18–21] was proposed.
In this model, it is possible to test the diffusion of opin-
ions in case there are more than two opinions available in
the system. The earlier attempts to modelling multiple-
choice of opinions include among others multi-state and
discrete-state opinions models [22–32] or discrete vector-
like variables [33–36]. The rest of huge literature (see
papers by Sîrbu et al. [37], Castellano et al. [38], Stauffer
[39], Anderson et al. [40], and Galam [41] for reviews) is
devoted to the systems with binary opinions (see for ex-
ample Refs. 42–45) or the continuous space of opinions
(see for example Refs. 13, 46–62).
In this paper we study how opinions are formed and
how they spread in the community. We take into ac-
count the flow of information in the community (interac-
tions outside the closest neighbours) and randomness of
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2human behaviour. Agent based model with lattice fully
populated by actors has been adopted, where each of the
network nodes refers to one person.
II. MODEL
To study the diffusion of opinions, the theory of social
influence introduced by Latané [15] in the dynamic man-
ner proposed by Nowak et al. [21]—as implemented by
Bańcerowski and Malarz [16]—has been used.
Social influence is a process that results in a change
in the behaviour, opinion or feelings of a human being
as a result of what other people do, think or feel. The
essence of social influence is of course not only exerting
social influence, but also succumbing to it, which will be
taken into account in the used model by means of appro-
priate parameters (intensity of persuasion and intensity
of support). The Latané [15] theory rely on three exper-
imentally proven [18–20] assumptions:
social force principle: it says that social impact I (de-
tails are given in description of Eq. (2)) on i-th
actors is a function of the product of strength S,
immediacy J , and the number of sources N ; The
strength of influence is the intensity, power or im-
portance of the source of influence. This concept
may reflect socio-economical status of the one that
affects our opinion, his/her age, prestige or posi-
tion in the society. The immediacy determines the
relationship between the source and the goal of in-
fluence. This may mean closeness in the social re-
lationship, lack of communication barriers and ease
of communication among actors;
psycho-social law: it states that each next actor j shar-
ing the same opinion as actor i exerts the lower
impact on the i-th actor;
division of impact theory: it is based on the by-
stander effect and is observed as the errors of react-
ing to crisis events, along with an increase in the
number of witnesses to this event.
Based on these assumptions Nowak et al. [21] proposed
computerised model of opinion dynamics based on La-
tané [18–20] social impact theory (see Ref. 63 for review).
Every agent i is characterised by the following param-
eters:
opinion ξi: the current opinion supported by agent i,
intensity of support si: the strength of the agent i in-
fluence on other agents, which determines the abil-
ity of this agent to convince other agents not to
change his opinion if this opinion is identical to
his/her opinion (0 ≤ si ≤ 1),
intensity of persuasion pi: the strength of agent i in-
fluence on agents, which determines the ability
of this agent to convince other agents to accept
his/her opinions (0 ≤ pi ≤ 1).
Each agent is influenced by all other agents on the net-
work. The strength of this influence decreases as the dis-
tance between agents increases. In the presented model
a cellular automaton was used, which consists of a square
grid of L2 cells, where exactly one agent is assigned to
each cell. The distance dij between agents i and j is
calculated as the Euclidean distance between cells.
To take into account the varied flow of information
in the community, we use the α parameter, which was
adapted to scale the distance function. Parameter α
talks about the influence of close and distant neighbours
in the community. Small α values mean good commu-
nication between agents and good access to information,
because it allows for an exchange of information with a
large number of agents in the network. The larger val-
ues of α, weaker the communication among the groups
of agents, weaker effective exchange of information and
weaker access to information, because the exchange of in-
formation takes place only in the closest neighbourhood
of actors, although we still keep long-range interactions
among actors.
Here we are on a position to recapitulate the formal
model composition as proposed in Ref. 16.
A. Formal model description
Actors occupy the nodes of the square lattice with lin-
ear size L. Every actor 1 ≤ i ≤ L2 is characterised by
his/her discrete opinion ξi ∈ {Ξ1,Ξ2, · · · ,ΞK}, where K
is the number of opinions available in the system. Ad-
ditionally, we assign random real value pi ∈ [0, 1] and
si ∈ [0, 1] describing actor’s persuasiveness and his/her
supportiveness, respectively.
The system evolution depends on the social tempera-
ture T . If T = 0, then a lack of randomness is assumed,
and the agent i adopts an opinion Ξk that has the most
impact on it:
ξi(t+ 1) = Ξk ⇐⇒
Ii,k(t) = max(Ii,1(t), Ii,2(t), · · · , Ii,K(t)), (1)
where k is the label of this opinion which believers ex-
ert the largest social impact on i-th actor and Ii,k are
the social influence on actor i exerted by actors sharing
opinion Ξk.
The social impact on actor i from actors j sharing opin-
ion of actor i (ξj = ξi) is calculated as
3Ii,k(t) = 4Js
 N∑
j=1
q(sj)
g(di,j)
δ(Ξk, ξj(t))δ(ξj(t), ξi(t))
 (2a)
while K − 1 social impacts on actor i from all other actors having K − 1 different opinions (ξj 6= ξi) is given as
Ii,k(t) = 4Jp
 N∑
j=1
q(pj)
g(di,j)
δ(Ξk, ξj(t))[1− δ(ξj(t), ξi(t))]
 , (2b)
where 1 ≤ k ≤ K enumerates the opinions and Kronecker’s delta δ(x, y) = 1 if x = y and zero otherwise [16].
As in Ref. 16 we assume identity function for scaling
functions JS(x) ≡ x, JP (x) ≡ x, q(x) ≡ x. The distance
scaling function should be an increasing function of its
argument. Here, we assume the distance scaling function
as
g(x) = 1 + xα, (3)
what ensures non-zero values g(0) = 1 of denominator
for self-supportiveness in Eq. (2a).
The exponent α is an arbitrary quantity which charac-
terise the long-range interaction among actors. For small
values of α (for instance for α = 2) we assume good com-
munication among actors, good access to information in
the society and effective exchange of information. In con-
trary, for larger values of α (for instance for α = 6) dis-
cussion and information exchange takes place only in the
actors’ nearest neighbourhood.
For T > 0, the larger the social temperature T , the
more often the opinions, that do not have the greatest
impact are selected. As it was shown in Ref. 16 in the
modelled system the phase transition occurs: below crit-
ical temperature T  Tc the ordered phase is observed
with domination of one of the available opinion, while
for T  Tc all opinions become equally supported by
agents. Critical temperatures Tc (but for homogeneous
society with ∀i : si = pi = 0.5) are Tc = 6.1 and Tc = 4.7,
for two and for three opinions, respectively [16]. In this
article, simulations were carried out for T ≤ 5 to take
into account different levels of randomness in adopting
opinions by agents, reaching the critical level at which
agents more often take random opinions than guided by
the opinion of their neighbours.
For finite values of social temperature T > 0 we apply
the Boltzmann choice
pi,k(t) = exp
(
Ii,k(t)
T
)
, (4)
which yields probabilities
Pi,k(t) =
pi,k(t)∑K
j=1 pi,j(t)
(5)
of choosing by i-th actor in the next time step k-th opin-
ion:
ξi(t+ 1) = Ξk, with probability Pi,k(t). (6)
The form of dependence (4) in statistics and economy is
called logit function [11, 40].
Both, for T = 0 and T > 0 the calculated social im-
pacts Ii,k(t) influence the i-th actor opinion ξi(t + 1)
at the subsequent time step. Newly evaluated opinions
are applied synchronously to all actors. The simulations
takes one hundred time steps which ensures reaching a
plateau in time evolution of several observables includ-
ing average probability of sustaining opinion (described
in Sec. III B) and the number of clusters (discussed in
Sec. IIID).
The simulations are carried out on square lattice of
linear size L = 41 with open boundary conditions. We
assume random values of supportiveness si and persua-
siveness pi for all actors. The studies for homogeneous
society, i.e. with ∀i : pi = si = 0.5 were carried out in
Ref. 16.
The example of social impact calculations for a small
system (with nine actors and three opinions) is given in
Appendix A. The model implementation in Fortran95
[64] is attached as Listing 1 in Appendix C.
III. RESULTS
A. Spatial distribution of opinions
We start presentation of our results by showing the
spatial distribution of opinions for K = 2, 3 (various
numbers of opinions available in the system), for α = 2,
3, 6 (various flow of information), for T = 0, 1, 2, 3, 5
(various level of randomness in adopting the opinion).
1. K = 2
In Fig. 1 the simulation results for K = 2, α = 3, 6
and T = 0, 1, 2, 3, 5 are presented. All results are for the
same initial random distribution of agents.
Both, α (information flow) and T (randomness of ac-
tors behaviours) influence opinion formation and polar-
isation in the groups (self-organisation of opinion clus-
ters). For α = 2 the consensus takes place (all agents
accept one of two opinions, except of few actors for large
T values). The greater the α, the more agents interact
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FIG. 1: (Colour online) Spatial distribution of opinions ξ for K = 2 opinions for various α and various social
temperatures (T ) after t = 100 time steps of the system evolution. Various colours correspond to various agents
opinions.
5more effectively with only their closest neighbours, and
this leads to the formation of more opinion clusters (the
polarization of opinions is therefore smaller). In addition,
small clusters are able to survive, although they are sur-
rounded by large clusters of agents with different opinion.
An analogous situation occurs when the T parameter is
increased. With larger T , there is more heterogeneity
in the areas where actors with different opinions coex-
ist and the division into clusters is less pronounced (less
polarisation of opinions in the groups is observed). An
increase of the social temperature T often results in the
emergence of small clusters of agents with a minority of
opinion. As a result, a minority opinion can survive (see
Figs. 1k and 1n for α = 3). In general, the increase of
T and α causes that more clusters are formed, and the
polarisation of opinions in groups is weaker.
An interesting phenomenon occurs for T = 1 and
T = 2. Low values of the social temperature T cause
a clearer division into supporters opposing the opinion
(better polarisation) than for T = 0. This is explained
in more details in Section IIID.
In general, we can observe four types of structures in
the formation of opinions for K = 2, after hundred time
steps:
• formation of singlecluster, when all agents adopt
one opinion and consensus takes place (α = 1 and
2; T = 1, 2, 3, 5);
• formation of several large clusters of agents with
different opinions—polarisation of the group opin-
ion (α = 3, T = 1, 2);
• formation of plenty small clusters with both opin-
ions (α = 6, T = 0, 1, 2, 5);
• the majority of agents with the same opinion
and single agents with opposing opinions scattered
across the lattice (other cases).
2. K = 3
The simulation results for three opinions among agents
(whereK = 3, α = 3, 6 and T = 0, 1, 2, 3, 5) are presented
in Fig. 2. For α = 2 (T = 0, 1, 2, 5), two separate clus-
ters are formed, in which there are agents with two out
of three opinions. Similarly to K = 2, the formation of
opinions (the formation of clusters of opinion) depends on
the level of randomness of agents’ behaviour and the in-
fluence of close and distant neighbours and the influence
of close and distant neighbours. For K = 3 (different α
and T ) the consensus among agents with three different
opinions is possible only for α = 1. For α = 2 two sepa-
rate clusters are formed, in which there are agents with
two out of three opinions. In the case of larger α values,
smaller clusters are formed but include representatives of
all opinions.
In general, we can observe five types of structures in
the formation of opinions for K = 3, after hundred time
steps:
• formation of single cluster, when all agents adopt
one opinion and consensus takes place (α = 1, T =
1, 2, 3, 5);
• formation of two clusters with two opinions—
polarisation of the group opinion (α = 2, T = 1, 2,
3, 5);
• formation of few large clusters with all possible
opinions—polarisation of the group opinion (α = 3,
T = 1, 2);
• formation of plenty small clusters with all opinions
(α = 6, T = 1, 2, 3);
• formation of two large clusters with two opinions
and single agents with three possible opinions scat-
tered across the lattice (α = 3 and T = 3; α = 2
and T = 2).
In other results obtained, it is difficult to talk about
clusters of opinion—opinions are random and resemble
the initial state of simulation.
B. Probability of sustaining opinion
For Figs. 1 and 2 discussed in the previous section,
corresponding heat-maps presenting probability of sus-
taining opinion have been created (see Figs. 3 and 4).
Each agent is assigned to one point in the network with
a certain colour. This colour depends on the probabil-
ity with which the agent will sustain his opinion. The
colours range from yellow (high probability of sustaining
opinion) to black (low probability of sustaining opinion).
We do not show heat-maps for T = 0, because the proba-
bility of sustaining the opinion has then only two states:
0—the agent will change opinions and 1—the agent will
sustain the opinion.
As can be seen in Fig. 3 in the case of two opinions, the
probability of sustaining the opinion is affected by both,
T and α. The higher T , the less probability of sustaining
the opinion (less yellow), which is especially visible for
α = 6 in the Figs. 3i and 3l. The chances of sustaining
the current opinion of agents also decrease with the in-
crease of α (there is more and more darker colour). To
sum up, the larger the T and α, the less yellow colour
in the heat-maps is observed (a lower probability of sus-
taining opinion in the entire lattice of agents), which is
particularly evident in Fig. 3i (T = 3) and Figs. 3k and 3l
(T = 5).
Similarly to two opinions, for K = 3 (see Fig. 4 ) the
higher the social temperature T and the α exponent, the
less yellow colour in the heat-maps (a lower probabil-
ity of sustaining opinion in the entire lattice of agents),
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FIG. 2: (Colour online) Spatial distribution of opinions ξ for K = 3 opinions for various α and various social
temperatures (T ) after t = 100 time steps of the system evolution. Various colours correspond to various agents
opinions.
7(a) K = 2, α = 2, T = 1
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(b) K = 2, α = 3, T = 1
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(c) K = 2, α = 6, T = 1
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FIG. 3: (Colour online) Spatial distribution of probabilities of sustaining opinion P for K = 3 opinions, social
temperature T and for various values of α after t = 100 time steps of the system evolution.
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(e) K = 3, α = 3, T = 2
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(f) K = 3, α = 6, T = 2
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(g) K = 3, α = 2, T = 3
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(h) K = 3, α = 3, T = 3
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(i) K = 3, α = 6, T = 3
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(j) K = 3, α = 2, T = 5
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(k) K = 3, α = 3, T = 5
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(l) K = 3, α = 6, T = 5
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FIG. 4: (Colour online) Spatial distribution of probabilities of sustaining opinion P for K = 3 opinions, social
temperature T and for various values of α after t = 100 time steps of the system evolution.
which is particularly evident in Figs. 4h–4i (T = 3) and
Figs. 4kâĂŞ4l (T = 5).
The probability of sustaining opinion is also visible in
Fig. 5. This is the average probability 〈P〉, that is aver-
aged over all L2 actors. 〈P〉 depends on both T and α.
Sustaining opinions by agents on the lattice is definitely
higher for low values α. The higher α, the less probabil-
ity of sustaining opinion is both for K = 2 (Fig. 5a) and
K = 3 (Fig. 5b). The formation of opinions under the in-
fluence of more agents (when a better flow of information
in the community is available) results in forming more
stable opinions. The social temperature T also affects
the average probability of sustaining opinion: the higher
the T , the lower the probability of sustaining opinion.
To sum up the impact of T and α, it should be noted
that for high values of T and for low values α the proba-
9bility of sustaining opinion after hundred steps of simu-
lation is higher than for low values of T and high values
of α (see Fig. 5a and 5b for T = 5, α = 2 and T = 1,
α = 6 or T = 5, α = 3).
Now let us look at the average probability of sustaining
opinion over time (with hundred simulation steps aver-
aged over hundred initial conditions) in the Fig. 5. In
simulations for K = 2 and K = 3, two main phases are
visible. In the first phase a rapid increase of 〈P〉 is ob-
served, in the second phase the stabilisation of 〈P〉 takes
place. For K = 2, the first phase takes place for t < 20
iterations (for most cases), and the second phase after
t > 20 iteration. For K = 3, the first phase takes place
for t < 15 iterations, and the second phase after t > 15.
Generally, the average probability 〈P〉 of sustaining opin-
ion over time for K = 2 and K = 3 generates similar
plots, although it is higher for two opinions. This is quite
understandable, as for high temperature limit we expect
limT→∞〈P〉 = 1/K. As considred social temperatures
T <∼ Tc, the results of simulations of 〈P〉 are still above
1/K.
C. Spatial distribution of social impact
Figs. 6, 7 and 8 present the spatial distribution of social
impact In for n = 1, 9, 25, 49 and K = 2, 3, α = 2, 3,
6 and T = 0 after hundred time steps of the system
evolution. The social impact In on actor i from opinion
Ξk believers is calculated not based on all actors sharing
opinion Ξk but based only on those of them who are in
n-elements large neighbourhood presented in Fig. 9. It
means, that for n = 1 only impact of self-supportiveness
is presented, while for n = 9 all actors from the Moore’s
neighbourhood influence the central actor (at central, red
site) opinion evolution, etc.
1. K = 2
For α = 2, the opinion Ξ1 ultimately vanishes (not
shown), and only social impact from actors with ξi = Ξ2
has non-zero value (as in this case the consensus take
place, see Fig. 1a). With increasing number of sites n
in the neighbourhood an increase of both In and In/I
is observed. This observation is valid also for larger val-
ues of α and also for more opinions K available in the
community.
Now let us merge information from the second, fourth
and sixth columns of Figs. 6 also from (not shown) in-
fluence from supporters of opinion Ξ1. In Fig. 7 (for
K = 2, α = 2, 3, 6) the opinion independent relative
impacts In/I are presented. The total impact I is calcu-
lated without any spatial restrictions—i.e. according to
Eq. (2)—from all actors independently on their distance
to the central (red in Fig. 9) site. For the averaging pro-
cedure we sum In and I for site i from all K opinions
available in the community. Namely, we calculate the
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FIG. 5: (Colour online) Time evolution of the average
probability 〈P〉 of sustaining opinion for the first hun-
dred simulation steps (left panel) and the same for the
first 30 steps (right panel). The 〈· · · 〉 symbol stands for
averaging over all L2 actors. The results are averaged
over hundred various initial conditions.
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TABLE I: Average fraction 〈In/I〉 of total (i.e. summed
over all K opinions) social impact I as dependent on
the number n of the nearest-neighbours and the distance
function exponent α. The average 〈· · · 〉 symbol stands
for the spatial average over all agents.
α = 2 3 6
K = 2
n = 1 0.061 0.148 0.280
9 0.255 0.587 0.956
25 0.399 0.764 0.993
49 0.501 0.846 0.998
K = 3
n = 1 0.061 0.149 0.283
9 0.256 0.588 0.956
25 0.401 0.765 0.993
49 0.503 0.847 0.998
single value
〈In/I〉 ≡
〈∑K
i=1 In(Ξi)∑K
i=1 I(Ξi)
〉
, (7)
where 〈· · · 〉 stands for the averaging procedure over all
L2 actors.
The results of this averaging are collected in Tab. I.
This allows us to confirm our statements presented in
the Introduction, that increasing the exponent α in the
distance scaling function (Eq. (3)) increase the flow of
information in the system.
And indeed, the flow of information is better when
opinions of the agents are also affected by further neigh-
bours, which is regulated in the model by the α param-
eter (the distance function scaling exponent). With the
increase of the α, the impact of further neighbours is
decreasing. Table I shows the percentage share of the
influence coming from n nearest neighbours in compari-
son to the whole population, for α = 2, 3, 6. The shape
of the neighbourhood is presented in Fig. 9 as a yellow
square. The central (red) actor is influenced by actors
in yellow neighbourhood and himself/herself. As can be
seen, for α = 2 and n = 9 (Moore’s neighbourhood),
nine agents influence the opinions of the selected agent
only at the level of 25.5%, i.e. other agents in the net-
work have influence on opinions of the selected agent in
74.5%. The reverse situation is the case for α = 6, when
nine agents influence opinions of the selected agent at
the level of 95.6%. This means that for α = 6, only the
closest neighbourhood is affected in forming opinions. To
show how the flow of information in community affects
the formation of opinions, the simulations have been per-
formed for different values of α (in most simulations for
α = 2, 3, 6).
2. K = 3
We repeat the calculations of In also for K = 3 opin-
ions available in the community.
ForK = 3 we present only the influence In from believ-
ers of opinion Ξ3 (see Fig. 8) omitting presenting In/I.
The impacts from all opinions Ξ1, Ξ2, Ξ3 available in the
community are again summed-up over all actors and pre-
sented as 〈In/I〉 at the bottom of Tab. I. As we can see,
an increase in number of available opinions K does not
influence fraction 〈In/I〉, when α and n are fixed.
For K = 3, we can clearly see the influence of α on
the results. For α = 6 over 95% of social impact is
gathered from nine actors in the Moore’s neighbourhood
(presented in Fig. 9b), but for α = 2 even n = 49 of
the closest neighbours exerts only half of the total social
impact.
D. Clustering of opinions
Analysing the results in the previous section, the clus-
tering of opinions is influenced by both the level of ran-
domness in agents’ decisions (T ) and the influence com-
ing from neighbours (α).
We apply the Hoshen–Kopelman algorithm [65] for
clusters detection. In Hoshen–Kopelman algorithm each
actor is labelled in such way, that actors with the same
opinions and in the same cluster have identical labels.
The algorithm allows for cluster detection in multi-
dimensional space and for complex neighbourhoods [66–
70], here however, we assume the simplest case, i.e.
square lattice with von Neumann neighbourhood (see
Fig. 10).
In Table II, the relative size Smax/L2 of the largest
cluster after t = 100 simulations time steps for different
values of T , and α for K = 2, 3 has been shown. These
results coincide with Figs. 1 and 2. In all cases, for α = 1
(K = 2 and K = 3 opinions), the largest cluster fills
the entire lattice in 100% (i.e. there is a consensus in
opinion). In these cases, the hisogram H(S) of cluster
sizes S is given by Kronecker’s delta
H(S) = R · δ(S, L2), (8)
where R is the number of independend runings (here R =
103).
It should be noted that this is a situation in which
most agents in the lattice influence the opinion of the
selected agent (the flow of information between agents is
very good). For α = 2, the influence of other agents in
the lattice is still greater than the influence of the closest
neighbourhood (see Table I, n = 9 and n = 25). In the
case of simulations for K = 2 (two opinions), the results
are analogous to α = 1, while for K = 3 (three opinions)
there is no consensus, but the largest cluster consists of
more than 50% of all agents in the lattice (except of when
T = 5—where we have 48.9%). In general, the size of the
11
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FIG. 6: (Colour online) Spatial distribution of influence In and In/I for opinion Ξ2, n = 1, 9, 25 and 49 for K = 2
opinions, α = 2, 3, 6, social temperatures T = 0 after t = 100 time steps of the system evolution. L = 41
TABLE II: The relative size of the largest cluster
Smax/L2 for L = 41.
α = 1 2 3 6
K = 2
T = 0 100% 100% 42.5% 34.0%
1 100% 100% 43.6% 43.5%
2 100% 100% 53.8% 30.9%
3 100% 99.9% 97.7% 16.9%
5 100% 99.8% 85.4% 10.1%
K = 3
T = 0 100% 66.7% 20.6% 9.1%
1 100% 59.9% 37.9% 34.1%
2 100% 72.3% 74.1% 27.0%
3 100% 75.0% 73.4% 2.0%
5 100% 48.9% 8.1% 1.7%
largest cluster of opinions decreases with the increase of
α.
Let us look at the impact of social temperature T—
which is responsible for randomness in taking opinions—
on the results of the simulation (Figs. 1–2). Interesting
phenomenon for K = 3 opinions is visible. For α = 2, 3,
6, the size of the largest cluster increases with T to a cer-
tain point, and then decreases. This point of inflection
takes place around T = 2, T = 3, which can also be seen
in Figs. 2. It means, that slight randomness in taking
opinions helps in the clustering of opinions but too high
randomness in taking opinions destroys this clustering.
For α ≤ 3 (independenlty on considered social tempera-
ture T ) the left side of histograms H(S) of cluster sizes
for S < 10− 100 may be approximated by power laws
H(S) ∝ S−γ , (9)
with various γ exponents—for example γ = 0.987 (for
K = 2, α = 3 and T = 0) and γ = 1.69 (for K = 2,
α = 6 and T = 5).
In order to get a better look at the clustering of opin-
ions, we also studied the number of small and large clus-
ters after hundred steps of simulation (see Fig. 11 and
12). The example of cluster counting and their size mea-
surement is provided in Appendix B.
The randomness in accepting opinions (T ) often results
in the formation of small clusters of opposing opinions (as
can be seen in the figures in the previous section). We
assumed that small clusters contain no more than five
agents with the same opinion (S ≤ 5). Figs. 11 and 12
show the simulation results for K = 2, and for K = 3, re-
spectively. The number of clusters in both cases increases
with an increase of α, i.e. the smaller the influence of all
agents in the network on the selected agent, the more dif-
ficult it is for clustering opinions. In general, the number
of clusters increases with T , but for α = 3 and α = 6
and for T = 1, the number of clusters is lower than for
T = 0. First of all, the probability of a new cluster form-
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(c) α = 6, n = 1
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(e) α = 3, n = 9
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(f) α = 6, n = 9
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(h) α = 3, n = 25
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(i) α = 6, n = 25
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I(j) α = 2, n = 49
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(k) α = 3, n = 49
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(l) α = 6, n = 49
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FIG. 7: (Colour online) Spatial distribution of total impact In/I for n = 1, 9, 25 and 49 for K = 2 opinions, α = 2,
3, 6, social temperatures T = 0 after t = 100 time steps of the system evolution. L = 41
ing (with different opinion) inside another cluster is still
very small. Secondly, the probability of changing opin-
ions is greater at the border between two clusters than
inside them. If the adjacent clusters have different sizes,
then the probability of changing the agent’s opinion in a
smaller cluster is greater than in the larger one. This sit-
uation leads to the disappearance of small clusters, or in
general to a reduction in number of clusters. We can see
similar phenomena in terms of only the number of small
clusters (Figs. 11 and 12). The number of small clusters
increases with T (of course, apart from low T values and
for α > 1).
Fig. 13 shows the dynamics of changing the number of
clusters nc averaged over hundred runings with different
initial conditions for different values of T and α, and
simulations for K = 2 (left panel) and K = 3 (right
13
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(b) α = 3, n = 1
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(c) α = 6, n = 1
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(e) α = 3, n = 9
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(f) α = 6, n = 9
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(h) α = 3, n = 25
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(i) α = 6, n = 25
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(k) α = 3, n = 49
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(l) α = 6, n = 49
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FIG. 8: (Colour online) Spatial distribution of influence In for opinion Ξ3, n = 1, 9, 25 and 49 for K = 3 opinions,
α = 2, 3, 6 social temperatures T = 0 after t = 100 time steps of the system evolution. L = 41
panel).
On the basis of the plots in Fig. 13, two main phases
can be distinguished in the dynamics of the number nc
of opinion clusters:
• The first phase is the formation of larger clusters
of opinion (the smallest clusters disappear quickly).
The number of clusters is rapidly dropping. This
process takes between 0 − 20 iterations for K = 2
and between 0− 15 iterations for K = 3;
• The second phase is the polarity of the system. The
rate of changes in the number of clusters stabilises.
This process takes place after 15− 20 iterations.
In addition, as can be seen in Fig. 13, the number of
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(a) n = 1 (b) n = 9
(c) n = 25 (d) n = 49
FIG. 9: (Colour online) Shapes of neighbourhoods with
n = 1, 9, 25 and 49 sites.
clusters nc depends on T and α. The bigger T and α,
the more clusters of opinion are formed for both two and
three possible initial opinions.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we are interested in how opinions are
formed and how they spread in the community. We were
investigating how flow of information in the community
and randomness of human behaviour influence formation
of opinions, its spreading and its polarisation. The com-
munity was presented as a square lattice of linear size L
with open boundary conditions, which is fully filled by
agents.
The flow of information was control by the parameter
α. This parameter reflects the effective impact of the
neighbourhood on the opinion of the agents. In case of
low values of this parameter, agents shape their opinion
basing on a large number of agents (including distant
neighbours). In our research, we also take into account
FIG. 10: The actors with identical opinions Ξk belong
to the common cluster if they are in von Neumann neigh-
bourhood.
the randomness in adopting opinions, which is expressed
in the parameter T . The larger T , the more often agents
adopt opinions which have no greatest impact on them.
Each agent in our model is characterised, in addition
to the opinion, by two parameters. They are the inten-
sity of persuasion (pi) and the intensity of support (si).
The higher the value of persuasiveness pi, the agent more
easier convincing other agents to accept his/her opinion.
With bigger (si), the agent convinces more strongly other
agents. These parameters therefore determine the effec-
tiveness of which an individual may interact with or in-
fluence other individuals by changing or confirming their
opinions. In all performed simulations, we adopted ran-
dom values of (pi) and (si) parameters, which brings us
closer to the social reality, in which we do not usually
have data on the strength with which the unit affects
other units. Simulations have been carried out when
agents have a choice of two or three opinions on a given
topic. First, the spatial distribution of opinions after
hundred steps of simulation was analysed. The simula-
tions showed how clusters of opinion are formed depend-
ing on the flow of information in the agents’ network,
as well as after considering the randomness in forming
the opinion. Consensus (one large cluster) was possible
for K = 2 (two opinions) for low values α (α = 1, 2),
when agents formed their opinions also contacting more
distant agents (that is, when the flow of information was
good in the whole agents community). For three opinions
(K = 3), the consensus was possible only when α = 1.
Generally, the greater α and T , the more clusters, i.e.
groups of agents with the same opinions are observed
(less polarisation of opinions in the groups). An interest-
ing phenomenon occurs for T = 1 and α > 2 (both for
two and three opinions). In this case, the polarization of
opinions is more clearly visible than for T = 0. This phe-
nomenon is also confirmed by the study on the number of
clusters of opinion (Fig. 13). If we assume a low level of
randomness in adopting opinions (T = 1), there is a little
chance that agents with opposing opinion will appear in
polarised opinion groups. Therefore, there is a low prob-
ability that new clusters (with opposite opinions) will be
created among existing ones.
With the formation of opinion clusters, the probability
of sustaining opinion is closely related. This probability
is greater within the clusters than at their borders and
it is larger in the larger clusters (Figs. 4 and 5). This
leads to the disappearance of small clusters, and thus to
reduction of the number of clusters.
This phenomenon can also be observed by analysing
the average probability of sustaining opinion over time
(see Fig. 5). Both for K = 2 and K = 3, two main
phases are visible. The first phase is a rapid increase in
〈P〉, the second phase is stabilisation 〈P〉. In the first
phase (except of when T and α is large), 〈P〉 is growing
rapidly, because larger clusters of opinion are formed,
and small clusters disappear, and as mentioned earlier,
the probability of sustaining opinion is higher in larger
clusters.
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FIG. 11: Histogram of cluster sizes S for various values of social temperature T and exponent α. L = 41, K = 2.
The results are gathered from thousend runings with different initial conditions.
Now let us look at the Figs. 6 (for K = 2) and 8 (for
K = 3), on which the spatial distribution of social im-
pact is presented. With the exception of cases for K = 2
and α = 2, (when the consensus takes place), decisions
of individual agents are influenced by more agents inside
the clusters of opinions than on their outskirts. The rel-
ative impact In/I is also greater in clusters than on their
borders. In addition, this effect increases with α (more
and more bright colour).
The formulation of opinions and its spread is also de-
scribed by the number and size of clusters of opinion, as
well as the change in the number of clusters in time. The
clustering of opinions is influenced by both the level of
randomness in agents’ decisions and the influence coming
from neighbours. Generally, the size of the largest clus-
ter of opinions decreases with the increase of α. This, of
course, corresponds with the spatial distribution of opin-
ions (see Figs. 1 and 2). Furthermore, the number of
clusters for both K = 2 and K = 3 increases with α,
i.e. the smaller the influence of all agents in the network
on the selected agent, the more difficult it is for forming
clusters of opinions. An interesting phenomenon occurs
in the case of analysis of the impact of T . The number
of clusters increases with T , but for α = 3 and α = 6
and for low values of T , the number of clusters is lower
than for T = 0. The probability of a new cluster form-
ing (with different opinion) inside another cluster is then
small and the probability of changing opinions is greater
at the border between two clusters than inside them. Ad-
ditionally, the probability of changing the agent’s opin-
ion in a smaller cluster is greater than in the larger one,
which leads to the disappearance of small clusters, or in
general to a reduction in the number of clusters.
Analysing the change in the number of clusters over
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FIG. 12: Histogram of cluster sizes S for various values of social temperature T and exponent α. L = 41, K = 3.
The results are gathered from thousend runings with different initial conditions.
time, as in the case of the average probability of sus-
taining opinion, the two phases take place. In the first
phase, the number of clusters is rapidly dropping, and in
the second phase, the number of clusters stabilises, al-
though there are fluctuations, especially for the smaller
α and T (similar to the average probability of sustain-
ing opinion). Comparing Fig. 13 and Fig. 5, in the first
phase the number of clusters decreases rapidly and the
average probability of sustaining opinion increases, be-
cause larger opinion clusters are formed in which it is
easier to sustaining opinion.
In summary, the simulations showed that opinion for-
mation and spread is influenced by both flow of infor-
mation between agents (interactions outside the closest
neighbours) and randomness in adopting opinions (what
is shown in Table III). Better information flow, i.e. con-
tacts with more agents in the network representing the
community, facilitates the spread of opinion and its for-
mation. In the case of small values of α (when informa-
tion flow is very good), the result of the simulation is a
consensus, as in most socio-physical models of social dy-
namics [38], for both the two and three initial opinions.
For large values of α (when opinions are consulted only in
the close neighbourhood), the polarisation of opinions is
weak and there are many small groups of agents with the
same opinion. In addition, the presence of many small
clusters causes a lower probability of sustaining opinion
for individual agents, i.e. they change their opinions more
often.
The lack of consensus in models is mainly caused by
the introduction of ‘noise’ [71] or anti-conformism [72].
In the presented model there is no global agreement also
for T = 0 (when there is no noise). Clusters of both
opinions (or three for K = 3) appear for large values of
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FIG. 13: (Colour online) Time evolution of the number of clusters nc for various values of the number K of available
opinions, temperature T and exponent α. L = 41. The results (lines) are averaged over hundred various initial
conditions while symbols show only single lattice realisation.
α, i.e. when opinion consultations take place only with
close neighbours.
As it was mentioned earlier, many studies indicate ir-
rationality and unpredictability in the process of form-
ing opinions [9–13]. As our simulations have shown, this
randomness in adopting opinions plays a big role. The
higher the level of randomness, the more opinion clus-
ters and the lack of large clusters. However, low level of
randomness (low values of T ) cause that less clusters of
opinions are created than in the absence of randomness
(T = 0). This is the case for α ≥ 2. So randomness
in a sense favours the polarisation of opinions in groups
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TABLE III: The impact of both T and α on the formation and spread of opinions.
Impact on T α
Spatial distribution of opinions The greater the T , there are more
and more clusters
The greater the α, there are more
and more clusters
Probability of sustaining opinion The greater T , the less probability
of sustaining the opinion
The greater α, the chances of
sustaining the current opinion of
agents decrease
Spatial distribution of social impact — The relative impact In/I increases
with α
Clustering of opinions The number of clusters increases
with T
The number of clusters increases
with α. The size of the largest clus-
ter decreases with the increase of α
Summary Generally randomness hinders po-
larisation of opinions in groups
The better the flow of information
in the community, the easier it is
to form and spread opinions, which
can also lead to consensus
but only when the influence from distant neighbours is
smaller.
In future research, we intend to take into account the
impact of strong leaders on the opinion dynamics. Also
the influence of external sources of information (for in-
stance the impact of mass media) is worth of investiga-
tion.
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Appendix A: Small example (L = 3, K = 3)
To better explain the model rules we calculate social
impact on single actor for case of small lattice (L = 3).
We assume K = 3 opinions available in the system
marked as ‘red’ (Ξ1), ‘blue’ (Ξ2) and ‘green’ (Ξ3). We will
calculate the impact exerting by nine actors on the actors
labelled as ‘5’ and ‘9’ in Fig. 14. We assume the support-
iveness si = i/10 and persuasiveness pi = 1− i/10.
According to Eq. (2) to evaluate the opinion ξ5(t+1) in
the next time step we have to calculated K = 3 impacts
exerted on actor i = 5 for three opinions available in the
system.
As ξ5(t) = Ξ2 (‘blue’) we use Eq. (2a) to calculate
impact
I5,blue(t) = 4Js
(
q(s5)
g(d5,5)
+
q(s6)
g(d5,6)
+
q(s9)
g(d5,9)
)
, (A1)
from all actors with ‘blue’ opinions (i.e. for i = 6, 9),
including actor i = 5 himself/herself. The impacts from
actors with ‘red’ and ‘green’ opinions are calculated bas-
ing on Eq. (2b):
I5,red(t) = 4Jp
(
q(p1)
g(d5,1)
+
q(p3)
g(d5,3)
+
q(p4)
g(d5,4)
+
q(p7)
g(d5,7)
)
,
(A2)
I5,green(t) = 4Jp
(
q(p2)
g(d5,2)
+
q(p8)
g(d5,8)
)
, (A3)
1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9
FIG. 14: (Colour online) Example of small lattice with
nine actors and three opinions. The numbers are actors
labels i. The colours correspond to various actors opin-
ions (‘red’—Ξ1, ‘blue’—Ξ2 and ‘green’—Ξ3).
We assume identity function for scaling functions
JS(x) ≡ x, JP (x) ≡ x, q(x) ≡ x and the distance scaling
function g(x) = 1 + xα, with α = 2. These assumptions
yield
I5,blue(t) = 4
(
s5
1 + d25,5
+
s6
1 + d25,6
+
s9
1 + d25,9
)
= 4
(
0.5
1 + 02
+
0.6
1 + 12
+
0.9
1 +
√
2
2
)
= 4.4, (A4)
I5,red(t) = 4
(
p1
1 + d25,1
+
p3
1 + d25,3
+
p4
1 + d25,4
+
p7
1 + d25,7
)
= 4
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√
2
2 +
0.7
1 +
√
2
2 +
0.6
1 + 12
+
0.3
1 +
√
2
2
)
= 7.(3),
(A5)
I5,green(t) = 4
(
p2
1 + d25,2
+
p8
1 + d25,8
)
= 4
(
0.8
1 + 12
+
0.2
1 + 12
)
= 2. (A6)
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For T = 0 the largest impact on actor i = 5 is excreted
by ‘red’ actors and thus—according to Eq. (1)—actor
i = 5 in the next time step will change his/her opinion
from ‘blue’ (ξ5(t) = Ξ2) to ‘red’ (ξ5(t+ 1) = Ξ1).
For T > 0 we calculate probabilities P5,blue, P5,red and
P5,green of choosing opinion by actor i = 5 (see Eqs. (4)–
(5)). For example, for T = 1 these probabilities are
P5,blue =
exp(I5,blue/1)
P1
,
P5,red =
exp(I5,red/1)
P1
,
P5,green =
exp(I5,green/1)
P1
,
(A7)
while for T = 10 we have
P5,blue =
exp(I5,blue/10)
P10
,
P5,red =
exp(I5,red/10)
P10
,
P5,green =
exp(I5,green/10)
P10
,
(A8)
where normalisation constants are
P1 = exp(I5,blue/1) + exp(I5,red/1) + exp(I5,green/1)
and
P10 = exp(I5,blue/10) + exp(I5,red/10) + exp(I5,green/10).
The calculated probabilities for T = 1 are
P5,blue =
exp(4.4/1)
e4.4 + e7.(3) + e2
≈ 0.050,
P5,red =
exp(7.(3)/1)
e4.4 + e7.(3) + e2
≈ 0.945,
P5,green =
exp(2/1)
e4.4 + e7.(3) + e2
≈ 0.005,
(A9)
while for T = 10 we have
P5,blue =
exp(4.4/10)
e0.44 + e0.7(3) + e0.2
≈ 0.320,
P5,red =
exp(7.(3)/10)
e0.44 + e0.7(3) + e0.2
≈ 0.429,
P5,green =
exp(2/10)
e0.44 + e0.7(3) + e0.2
≈ 0.251.
(A10)
For non-deterministic version of algorithm (i.e. for T >
0) still the most probably state ξ5(t+1) is Ξ1 (‘red’). But
probability of such evolution for actor i = 5 decreases
from 100% for T = 0 to 94.5% for T = 1 and to 42.9%
for T = 10 to become 33.3%= 1/K for T →∞.
Let us repeat these calculation for actor i = 9:
I9,blue(t) = 4Js
(
q(s5)
g(d9,5)
+
q(s6)
g(d9,6)
+
q(s9)
g(d9,9)
)
, (A11)
I9,red(t) = 4Jp
(
q(p1)
g(d9,1)
+
q(p3)
g(d9,3)
+
q(p4)
g(d9,4)
+
q(p7)
g(d9,7)
)
,
(A12)
I9,green(t) = 4Jp
(
q(p2)
g(d9,2)
+
q(p8)
g(d9,8)
)
, (A13)
I9,blue(t) = 4
(
s5
1 + d29,5
+
s6
1 + d29,6
+
s9
1 + d29,9
)
= 4
(
0.5
1 +
√
2
2 +
0.6
1 + 12
+
0.9
1 + 02
)
= 5.4(6), (A14)
I9,red(t) = 4
(
p1
1 + d29,1
+
p3
1 + d29,3
+
p4
1 + d29,4
+
p7
1 + d29,7
)
= 4
(
0.9
1 + (2
√
2)2
+
0.7
1 + 22
+
0.6
1 +
√
5
2 +
0.3
1 + 22
)
= 1.6,
(A15)
I9,green(t) = 4
(
p2
1 + d29,2
+
p8
1 + d29,8
)
= 4
(
0.8
1 +
√
5
2 +
0.2
1 + 12
)
= 0.9(3). (A16)
For T = 0 the largest impact on actor i = 9 is excreted
by ‘blue’ actors and thus—according to Eq. (1)—actor
i = 9 in the next time step will sustain his/her ‘blue’
opinion (ξ9(t + 1) = ξ9(t) = Ξ2). Two factors influence
the difference in actors i = 5 and i = 9 opinion in time
(t+ 1). Namely, the difference in supportiveness of these
two actors and their distance to ‘red’ actors: agent i =
5 has moderate supportiveness (s5 = 0.5) and his/her
distance to ‘red’ actors is no longer than
√
2. In contrast,
actor i = 9 has very high supportiveness (s9 = 0.9) and
distance to ‘red’ actors no shorter than 2. Please note
however, that ultimate fate of the system is the state with
the unanimity of opinions. As we have shown above, in
the next time step at least the actor in the middle of the
system (i = 5) will convert his opinion to the ‘red’ one.
The same presumably will occur for actor i = 2 who has
low supportiveness (s2 = 0.2) and who has only a single
supporter. Thus in time (t+ 3) all actors will convert to
the supporters of the ‘red’ opinion.
For T > 0 we calculate probabilities P9,blue, P9,red and
P9,green of choosing opinion by actor i = 9 (see Eqs. (4)–
(5)). For example, for T = 1 these probabilities are
P9,blue =
exp(I9,blue/1)
P1
,
P9,red =
exp(I9,red/1)
P1
,
P9,green =
exp(I9,green/1)
P1
,
(A17)
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TABLE IV: Histogram of nc = 11 cluster sizes S for
lattice presented in Fig. 15.
labels i: 6, 9, 11 3 8 10 2 4, 7 1, 5
S: 1 2 3 5 8 14 25
n(S): 3 1 1 1 1 2 2
while for T = 10 we have
P9,blue =
exp(I9,blue/10)
P10
,
P9,red =
exp(I9,red/10)
P10
,
P9,green =
exp(I9,green/10)
P10
,
(A18)
where normalisation constants are
P1 = exp(I9,blue/1) + exp(I9,red/1) + exp(I9,green/1)
and
P10 = exp(I9,blue/10) + exp(I9,red/10) + exp(I9,green/10).
The calculated probabilities for T = 1 are
P9,blue =
exp(5.4(6)/1)
e5.4(6) + e1.6 + e0.9(3)
≈ 0.969,
P9,red =
exp(1.6/1)
e5.4(6) + e1.6 + e0.9(3)
≈ 0.020,
P9,green =
exp(0.9(3)/1)
e5.4(6) + e1.6 + e0.9(3)
≈ 0.011.
(A19)
while for T = 10 we have
P9,blue =
exp(5.4(6)/10)
e0.54(6) + e0.16 + e0.09(3)
≈ 0.432,
P9,red =
exp(1.6/10)
e0.54(6) + e0.16 + e0.09(3)
≈ 0.293,
P9,green =
exp(0.9(3)/10)
e0.54(6) + e0.16 + e0.09(3)
≈ 0.275.
(A20)
Similarly to the actor i = 5, the increase of the social
temperature reduces chance of keeping initial opinion for
actor i = 9. For T = 10 these probabilities do not differ
from 1/K for more than 0.1.
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FIG. 15: Example of sites labelling forK = 3 and L = 10.
Appendix B: Small example of clustering (L = 10,
K = 3)
Two sites are in the same cluster if they are adjacent
(in von Neumann neighbourhood) to each other and si-
multaneously actors at these sites share the same opin-
ion. The Hoshen–Kopelman algorithm allows for sites
labelling in such way that sites in the same cluster have
the same labels and sites in different cluster have differ-
ent labels. Example of sites labelling for L = 10 and
K = 3 is presented in Fig. 15, where nc = 11 clusters
have been identified. The time evolution of this number
nc is presented in Fig. 13.
The number of sites in each cluster defines its size S.
In given example this histogram is presented in Table IV.
Appendix C: Source code
In Listing 1 the Fortran 95 code allowing for repro-
ductions of data for Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 11, 12, 13 (for
non-deterministic version of simulations, i.e. for T > 0)
is presented.
The module settings provides model parameters in-
cluding lattice size L, number of opinions K, social tem-
perature T , number of time steps tmax and exponent in
distance scaling function α.
In module utils the scaling functions g(x) and q(x)
as well as the Euclidean distance d(x, y) are defined.
Also the reclassify function for Hoshen–Kopelman al-
gorithm is defined there.
The main program starts in line 52. The actors sup-
portiveness (si) and persuasiveness (pi) are initialised
randomly in lines 85–90, while initial actors opinions (ξi)
are given in lines 96–100. Loop 88 provides time evolu-
tion of the system. Loop 77 realises Hoshen–Kopelman
algorithm of sites (actors) labelling. In lines 181–193 Eqs.
(2a) and (2b) are implemented. In lines 216–222 heat-
maps of social impact are printed. In lines 232–235 heat-
maps of probability of sustaining opinions are printed
while in lines 407–410 the average probability of sustain-
ing opinions 〈P〉 are calculated and printed. In lines 412–
415 histograms of clusters size are printed and number
of cluster is calculated. In loop 99 the system charac-
teristics after the system time evolution is completed are
calculated. Loop 777 realises averaging procedure over
independent runnnigs for various initial conditions.
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Listing 1: Fortan95 code implementing Eq. (2) i.e. for T > 0
1 ! ! ! Nowak−−Szamrej−−Latane model , Hoshen−−Kopelmann a lgor i thm
2 ! ! ! K. Malarz <malarz@agh . edu . pl>
3 ! ! ! c rea ted : Tue , 21 May 2019 , 13 :06 :13 CEST
4 ! ! ! r e v i s e d : Tue , 31 Dec 2019 , 15 :26 :31 CEST
5
6 ! ! ! ================================================================
7 module s e t t i n g s
8 ! 1 ! ================================================================
9 implicit none
10
11 integer , parameter : : Xmax=41,Ymax=41,Tmax=100 ,Kmax=3,x_L=1+Xmax/2 ,y_L=1+Ymax/2 ,L2=(Xmax+1)∗(Ymax+1)
,Run=1000
12 real ∗8 , parameter : : a lpha=1.0d0
13 real ∗8 : : T
14 end module s e t t i n g s
15
16 ! ! ! ================================================================
17 module u t i l s
18 ! ! ! ================================================================
19 use s e t t i n g s
20 implicit none
21 contains
22
23 real ∗8 function g (x )
24 real ∗8 : : x
25 g=1.0d0+x∗∗ alpha
26 end function
27
28 real ∗8 function q (x )
29 real ∗8 : : x
30 q=x
31 end function
32
33 real ∗8 function d(x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 )
34 integer : : x1 , y1 , x2 , y2
35 d=dsqrt ( ( 1 . d0∗x1−1.d0∗x2 ) ∗∗2 + ( 1 . d0∗y1−1.d0∗y2 ) ∗∗2)
36 end function
37
38 integer function r e c l a s s i f y ( i x )
39 integer : : i x
40 integer , dimension ( 0 :Xmax, 0 :Ymax) : : l a b e l
41 integer , dimension (L2) : : i c l a s s
42 common/block/ l abe l , i c l a s s
43
44 r e c l a s s i f y=i c l a s s ( i x )
45 90 i f ( i c l a s s ( r e c l a s s i f y ) . eq . r e c l a s s i f y ) return
46 r e c l a s s i f y=i c l a s s ( r e c l a s s i f y )
47 goto 90
48 end function
49
50 end module u t i l s
51
52 ! ! ! ################################################################
53 program Latane_Hoshen_Kopelmann
54 ! ! ! ################################################################
55 use s e t t i n g s
56 use u t i l s
57 implicit none
58 integer : : x , y , i t , xx , yy , k , kk , strongest_k , irun , maxlabel , nc
59 real : : r
60 real ∗8 : : s t rongest_I , s_L ,p_L, sump , Probsusta in
61
62 integer , dimension ( 0 :Xmax, 0 :Ymax) : : l a b e l
63 integer , dimension (L2) : : i c l a s s
64 integer , dimension ( 0 :Xmax, 0 :Ymax) : : x i
65 integer , dimension ( 0 :Xmax∗Ymax) : : i s i z e , histogram , ave_histogram
66 integer , dimension ( 0 :Xmax∗Ymax,Kmax) : : histogramK
67 integer , dimension ( 0 :Tmax) : : ave_nc
68 real ∗8 , dimension ( 0 :Tmax) : : ave_Probsustain
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69 real ∗8 , dimension (Xmax,Ymax) : : p , s
70 real ∗8 , dimension (Xmax,Ymax,Kmax) : : I , prob
71 common/block/ l abe l , i c l a s s
72 ave_nc=0
73 ave_Probsustain=0.d0
74 ave_histogram=0
75
76 s_L=0.50d0
77 p_L=0.50d0
78 read ∗ ,T
79
80 print ’ (A3, 1A11 , 2 I11 ) ’ , ’###’ , ’ l e ad e r ␣@’ ,x_L,y_L
81 print ’ (A3, 7A11) ’ , ’###’ , ’Xmax ’ , ’Ymax ’ , ’K ’ , ’ alpha ’ , ’T ’ , ’ s_L ’ , ’p_L ’
82 print ’ (A3, 3 I11 , 4 F11 . 3 ) ’ , ’###’ ,Xmax,Ymax,Kmax, alpha ,T, s_L ,p_L
83
84 do 777 i run=1,Run
85 do x=1,Xmax ! ! i n i t i a l s t a t e
86 do y=1,Ymax
87 s (x , y )=rand ( )
88 p(x , y )=rand ( )
89 enddo
90 enddo
91 s (x_L,y_L)=s_L
92 p(x_L,y_L)=p_L
93
94 i t=0
95 x i=0
96 do x=1,Xmax
97 do y=1,Ymax
98 x i (x , y )=1+Kmax∗ rand ( )
99 enddo
100 enddo
101 x i (x_L,y_L)=Kmax
102
103 ! ! ! p r i n t ∗ , ’# i t = ’ , i t , ’ x i : ’
104 ! ! ! do x=1,Xmax
105 ! ! ! p r i n t ’(41 I5 ) ’ , ( x i ( x , y ) , y=1,Ymax)
106 ! ! ! enddo
107 histogram=0
108 histogramK=0
109
110 do 66 k=1,Kmax
111 i s i z e=0
112
113 print ∗ , "#␣k=" ,k
114 i f ( k . eq . x i (x_L,y_L) ) print ∗ , "###␣ l eade r "
115 l a b e l=L2
116 do kk=1,L2
117 i c l a s s ( kk )=kk
118 enddo
119 maxlabel=0
120
121 do x=1,Xmax
122 do y=1,Ymax
123 i f ( x i (x , y ) . eq . k ) then ! ! l a b e l i n g c l u s t e r s
124 i f ( x i (x−1,y ) . eq . k . or . x i (x , y−1) . eq . k ) then
125 ! ! r e c l a s s i f i n g ne ighbour ing s i t e s
126 i f ( x i (x−1,y ) . eq . k ) l a b e l (x−1,y )=r e c l a s s i f y ( l a b e l (x−1,y ) )
127 i f ( x i (x , y−1) . eq . k ) l a b e l (x , y−1)=r e c l a s s i f y ( l a b e l (x , y−1) )
128 l a b e l (x , y )=min( l a b e l (x−1,y ) , l a b e l (x , y−1) )
129 i c l a s s ( l a b e l (x−1,y ) )=l a b e l (x , y )
130 i c l a s s ( l a b e l (x , y−1) )=l a b e l (x , y )
131 else
132 maxlabel=maxlabel+1
133 l a b e l (x , y )=maxlabel
134 endif
135 endif
136 enddo
137 enddo
138 ! r e c l a s s i f i n g a l l occupied s i t e s
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139 do x=1,Xmax
140 do y=1,Ymax
141 i f ( ( x i (x , y ) . eq . k ) .and . ( l a b e l (x , y ) . gt . i c l a s s ( l a b e l (x , y ) ) ) ) l a b e l (x , y )=r e c l a s s i f y ( l a b e l (x , y ) )
142 enddo
143 enddo
144
145 ! ! ! do x=1,Xmax
146 ! ! ! p r i n t ’(41 I5 ) ’ , ( l a b e l ( x , y ) , y=1,Ymax)
147 ! ! ! enddo
148
149 do x=1,Xmax
150 do y=1,Ymax
151 i f ( x i (x , y ) . eq . k ) i s i z e ( l a b e l (x , y ) )=i s i z e ( l a b e l (x , y ) )+1
152 enddo
153 enddo
154
155 ! do kk=1,Xmax∗Ymax
156 ! i f ( i s i z e ( kk ) . g t . 0 ) p r in t ∗ , ’# ’ , kk , i s i z e ( kk )
157 ! enddo
158
159 do kk=1,Xmax∗Ymax
160 histogram ( i s i z e ( kk ) )=histogram ( i s i z e ( kk ) )+1
161 histogramK ( i s i z e ( kk ) , k )=histogramK ( i s i z e ( kk ) , k )+1
162 enddo
163 print ∗ , "#␣histogram , ␣k=" , k
164 do kk=1,Xmax∗Ymax
165 i f ( histogramK (kk , k ) . gt . 0 ) print ∗ , kk , histogramK (kk , k )
166 enddo
167
168 66 enddo
169
170 nc=0
171 print ∗ , "#␣histogram␣ be f o r e : "
172 do k=1,Xmax∗Ymax
173 i f ( histogram (k ) . gt . 0 ) print ∗ , k , histogram (k )
174 nc=nc+histogram (k )
175 enddo
176 print ∗ , i t , nc , "␣#␣ i t ␣nc"
177 ave_nc ( i t )=ave_nc ( i t )+nc
178
179 do 88 i t =1,Tmax ! ! ! time evo l u t i on
180 I =0.0d0
181 do x=1,Xmax
182 do y=1,Ymax
183 do xx=1,Xmax
184 do yy=1,Ymax
185 i f ( x i (x , y ) . eq . x i ( xx , yy ) ) then
186 I (x , y , x i ( xx , yy ) )=I (x , y , x i ( xx , yy ) )+q( s ( xx , yy ) ) /g (d(x , y , xx , yy ) )
187 else
188 I (x , y , x i ( xx , yy ) )=I (x , y , x i ( xx , yy ) )+q(p(xx , yy ) ) /g (d(x , y , xx , yy ) )
189 endif
190 enddo
191 enddo
192 enddo
193 enddo
194
195 do x=1,Xmax
196 do y=1,Ymax
197 do k=1,Kmax
198 I (x , y , k )=4.0d0∗ I (x , y , k )
199 enddo
200 enddo
201 enddo
202
203 do x=1,Xmax
204 do y=1,Ymax
205 sump=0.0d0
206 do k=1,Kmax
207 prob (x , y , k )=dexp ( I (x , y , k ) /T)
208 sump=sump+prob (x , y , k )
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209 enddo
210 do k=1,Kmax
211 prob (x , y , k )=prob (x , y , k ) /sump
212 enddo
213 enddo
214 enddo
215
216 ! ! ! p r i n t ∗,’## i t =’ , i t , ’ I : ’
217 ! ! ! do k=1,Kmax
218 ! ! ! p r i n t ∗ , ’# k=’ , k
219 ! ! ! do x=1,Xmax
220 ! ! ! p r i n t ’(41F11 .2 ) ’ , ( I ( x , y , k ) , y=1,Ymax)
221 ! ! ! enddo
222 ! ! ! enddo
223
224 ! ! ! p r i n t ∗,’## i t =’ , i t , ’ p : ’
225 ! ! ! do k=1,Kmax
226 ! ! ! p r i n t ∗ , ’# k=’ , k
227 ! ! ! do x=1,Xmax
228 ! ! ! p r i n t ’(41F6 .3 ) ’ , ( prob ( x , y , k ) , y=1,Ymax)
229 ! ! ! enddo
230 ! ! ! enddo
231
232 ! ! ! p r i n t ∗ , ’# i t = ’ , i t , ’ prob o f su s t a in in g the opinion : ’
233 ! ! ! do x=1,Xmax
234 ! ! ! p r i n t ’(41F6 .3 ) ’ , ( prob ( x , y , x i ( x , y ) ) , y=1,Ymax)
235 ! ! ! enddo
236
237 Probsusta in =0.0d0
238 do x=1,Xmax
239 do y=1,Ymax
240 Probsusta in=Probsusta in+prob (x , y , x i (x , y ) )
241 enddo
242 enddo
243 print ∗ , i t , Probsustain , ’ average ␣prob␣ o f ␣ su s t a i n ␣ op in ion ’
244 ave_Probsustain ( i t )=ave_Probsustain ( i t )+Probsusta in
245
246 do x=1,Xmax
247 do y=1,Ymax
248 r=rand ( )
249 sump=0.0d0
250 do k=1,Kmax
251 sump=sump+prob (x , y , k )
252 i f ( r . l t . sump) goto 666
253 enddo
254 666 x i (x , y )=k
255 enddo
256 enddo
257
258 histogram=0
259 histogramK=0
260
261 do 77 k=1,Kmax ! ! Hoshen−Kopelman a lgor i thm
262 i s i z e=0
263
264 print ∗ , "#␣k=" ,k
265 i f ( k . eq . x i (x_L,y_L) ) print ∗ , "###␣ l eade r "
266 l a b e l=L2
267 do kk=1,L2
268 i c l a s s ( kk )=kk
269 enddo
270 maxlabel=0
271
272 do x=1,Xmax
273 do y=1,Ymax
274 i f ( x i (x , y ) . eq . k ) then ! ! l a b e l i n g c l u s t e r s
275 i f ( x i (x−1,y ) . eq . k . or . x i (x , y−1) . eq . k ) then
276 ! ! r e c l a s s i f i n g ne ighbour ing s i t e s
277 i f ( x i (x−1,y ) . eq . k ) l a b e l (x−1,y )=r e c l a s s i f y ( l a b e l (x−1,y ) )
278 i f ( x i (x , y−1) . eq . k ) l a b e l (x , y−1)=r e c l a s s i f y ( l a b e l (x , y−1) )
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279 l a b e l (x , y )=min( l a b e l (x−1,y ) , l a b e l (x , y−1) )
280 i c l a s s ( l a b e l (x−1,y ) )=l a b e l (x , y )
281 i c l a s s ( l a b e l (x , y−1) )=l a b e l (x , y )
282 else
283 maxlabel=maxlabel+1
284 l a b e l (x , y )=maxlabel
285 endif
286 endif
287 enddo
288 enddo
289 ! r e c l a s s i f i n g a l l occupied s i t e s
290 do x=1,Xmax
291 do y=1,Ymax
292 i f ( ( x i (x , y ) . eq . k ) .and . ( l a b e l (x , y ) . gt . i c l a s s ( l a b e l (x , y ) ) ) ) l a b e l (x , y )=r e c l a s s i f y ( l a b e l (x , y ) )
293 enddo
294 enddo
295
296 ! ! ! do x=1,Xmax
297 ! ! ! p r i n t ’(41 I5 ) ’ , ( l a b e l ( x , y ) , y=1,Ymax)
298 ! ! ! enddo
299
300 do x=1,Xmax
301 do y=1,Ymax
302 i f ( x i (x , y ) . eq . k ) i s i z e ( l a b e l (x , y ) )=i s i z e ( l a b e l (x , y ) )+1
303 enddo
304 enddo
305
306 do kk=1,Xmax∗Ymax
307 histogram ( i s i z e ( kk ) )=histogram ( i s i z e ( kk ) )+1
308 histogramK ( i s i z e ( kk ) , k )=histogramK ( i s i z e ( kk ) , k )+1
309 enddo
310 print ∗ , "#␣histogram , ␣k=" ,k , "␣ at ␣" , i t
311 do kk=1,Xmax∗Ymax
312 i f ( histogramK (kk , k ) . gt . 0 ) print ∗ , kk , histogramK (kk , k )
313 enddo
314
315 77 enddo
316
317 nc=0
318 print ∗ , "#␣histogram␣at ␣" , i t
319 do kk=1,Xmax∗Ymax
320 i f ( histogram (kk ) . gt . 0 ) print ∗ , kk , histogram (kk )
321 nc=nc+histogram (kk )
322 enddo
323 print ∗ , i t , nc , "␣#␣ i t ␣nc"
324 ave_nc ( i t )=ave_nc ( i t )+nc
325
326 88 enddo ! ! ! time evo l u t i on
327
328 ! ! ! p r i n t ∗ , ’# i t = ’ , i t , ’ x i : ’
329 ! ! ! do x=1,Xmax
330 ! ! ! p r i n t ’(41 I5 ) ’ , ( x i ( x , y ) , y=1,Ymax)
331 ! ! ! enddo
332 histogram=0
333 histogramK=0
334
335 do 99 k=1,Kmax
336 i s i z e=0
337
338 print ∗ , "#␣k=" ,k
339 i f ( k . eq . x i (x_L,y_L) ) print ∗ , "###␣ l eade r "
340 l a b e l=L2
341 do kk=1,L2
342 i c l a s s ( kk )=kk
343 enddo
344 maxlabel=0
345
346 do x=1,Xmax
347 do y=1,Ymax
348 i f ( x i (x , y ) . eq . k ) then ! l a b e l i n g c l u s t e r s
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349 i f ( x i (x−1,y ) . eq . k . or . x i (x , y−1) . eq . k ) then
350 ! r e c l a s s i f i n g ne ighbour ing s i t e s
351 i f ( x i (x−1,y ) . eq . k ) l a b e l (x−1,y )=r e c l a s s i f y ( l a b e l (x−1,y ) )
352 i f ( x i (x , y−1) . eq . k ) l a b e l (x , y−1)=r e c l a s s i f y ( l a b e l (x , y−1) )
353 l a b e l (x , y )=min( l a b e l (x−1,y ) , l a b e l (x , y−1) )
354 i c l a s s ( l a b e l (x−1,y ) )=l a b e l (x , y )
355 i c l a s s ( l a b e l (x , y−1) )=l a b e l (x , y )
356 else
357 maxlabel=maxlabel+1
358 l a b e l (x , y )=maxlabel
359 endif
360 endif
361 enddo
362 enddo
363 ! r e c l a s s i f i n g a l l occupied s i t e s
364 do x=1,Xmax
365 do y=1,Ymax
366 i f ( ( x i (x , y ) . eq . k ) .and . ( l a b e l (x , y ) . gt . i c l a s s ( l a b e l (x , y ) ) ) ) l a b e l (x , y )=r e c l a s s i f y ( l a b e l (x , y ) )
367 enddo
368 enddo
369
370 ! ! ! do x=1,Xmax
371 ! ! ! p r i n t ’(41 I5 ) ’ , ( l a b e l ( x , y ) , y=1,Ymax)
372 ! ! ! enddo
373
374 do x=1,Xmax
375 do y=1,Ymax
376 i f ( x i (x , y ) . eq . k ) i s i z e ( l a b e l (x , y ) )=i s i z e ( l a b e l (x , y ) )+1
377 enddo
378 enddo
379
380 ! do kk=1,Xmax∗Ymax
381 ! i f ( i s i z e ( kk ) . g t . 0 ) p r in t ∗ , ’# ’ , kk , i s i z e ( kk )
382 ! enddo
383
384 do kk=1,Xmax∗Ymax
385 histogram ( i s i z e ( kk ) )=histogram ( i s i z e ( kk ) )+1
386 histogramK ( i s i z e ( kk ) , k )=histogramK ( i s i z e ( kk ) , k )+1
387 enddo
388 print ∗ , "#␣histogram , ␣k=" , k
389 do kk=1,Xmax∗Ymax
390 i f ( histogramK (kk , k ) . gt . 0 ) print ∗ , kk , histogramK (kk , k )
391 enddo
392
393 99 enddo
394
395 nc=0
396 print ∗ , "#␣histogram␣ a f t e r : "
397 do k=1,Xmax∗Ymax
398 i f ( histogram (k ) . gt . 0 ) print ∗ , k , histogram (k )
399 nc=nc+histogram (k )
400 ave_histogram (k )=ave_histogram (k )+histogram (k )
401 enddo
402 print ∗ , i t , nc , "␣#␣ i t ␣nc"
403 ave_nc ( i t )=ave_nc ( i t )+nc
404
405 777 enddo
406
407 print ∗ , " t ␣nc␣Probsusta in "
408 do i t =0,Tmax
409 print ∗ , i t , ave_nc ( i t ) , ave_Probsustain ( i t )
410 enddo
411
412 print ∗ , " s ␣H( s ) ␣−−␣histogram␣ o f ␣ c l u s e r ␣ s i z e s "
413 do k=1,Xmax∗Ymax
414 i f ( ave_histogram (k ) . gt . 0 ) print ∗ , k , ave_histogram (k )
415 enddo
416 end program Latane_Hoshen_Kopelmann
